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would be ‘produced when I see the very moderate result of similar 
pretisures in the Bourdon tube, with an elliptical section and one end 
free to move. 
The second case is no different, for the pipes of a hydrostatic press 
are made very thick in order to sustain the enormous pressure, and 
this thickness is proportional to it. Its resistance to a change of form 
is, therefore, also proportional to the pressure. 
In the experiment with the rubber tube and bulb, hk admits that 
motion should ensue, if it were only what was due to an enlargement 
of its circular section, and yet there was no perceptible motion. This 
is a tacit admission, and, in fact, proves that the experiment was of 
too rude a nature to decide a question in which the motion r+sulting 
from the forces applied must be multiplied many times to render them 
readily observable, even under- the most favorable conditions of the 
flattened Bourdon tube. 
Whether t%e reasoning in my first reply was sound or not, I leave 
the read to judge for himself. If, however, a “faux pas ” has been 
committ z 
’ 
it is to be found in the charges made in the rejoinder re- 
ferred to. 
Deflexion of Beam.8. 
From the London Builder, No. 1204. 
Will you permit me to make a few observations with regard to the 
experiments on this subject recorded by Mr. Yapworth in your num- 
ber for the 17th inst .,* having paid some attention to the pro- 
blem in question. Referring to the edition of 1845, page 81, of “Bar- 
low,” I find that the author says: u Hence we conclude that the de- 
flexion of a beam fixed at one end in a wall and loaded at the other, 
is double that of a beam of twice the length, supported at both ends 
and loaded in the middle with a double weight.” But Mr. Papworth 
is incorrect in calling this “the result given from numerous experi- 
ments made with perfect apparatus by Barlow; ” the whole of the 
formulas being obtained by mathematical reasoning, and not as the re- 
sult of experiment, which reaeoning has been shown by all later is- 
vestigators to be inacurate. Most of the formulas given by writers 
on the strength of materials are obtained by mathematicai induction, 
and experiments are instituted in order to find the values of certain 
constants, (varying according to the material of which the hams are 
composed,) so as to make them applicable for practical purposes. 
I would also call Mr. Papworth’s attention to the table 73, pp. 110, 
111 of “Barlow ” 
recdrded. 
in which experiments very similar to his own are 
The &st set of beams are all “ very dry,” and haveSbeen 
“six years in store,” (taking those only reported “sound.“) Each is 
2 inches square and projects 5 feet. The second set of specimens 
u were kept wet,” and had also been “six years in store.” The actual 
deflexions are not given, but on the previous page the mode of experi- 
menting is explained, the beam being bent over a semi-circle of oak 
6 inches radius. In the u very dry” beams the “ arc received ” is 33 
inches average, and in those LL kept wet ” the average is 2& inches; 
* See page 309. 
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so that the actual deflexion must have been at least twice &s much in 
the former as in the latter. I refer to these experiments to show how 
necessary it is to take into considera,tion the condition of the timber 
at the time the experiment is made ; and also that experiments on one 
or two beams are quite insufficient to settle the question. 
The numerous experiments recorded by Barlow were made with a 
view of ascertaining the breaking weight of beams, so that the deflex- 
ions given are not such as can be calculated by for formulas; for, as 
Fenwick remarks, at page 82, 
are Admitted,” 
“in practice only very small flexions 
certain qualities bein g rejected in the investigation as 
being very small and unimportant when the deflexions are small, but 
which become appreciable when the deflexions are large, the real 
practi%l use of the formula being to ascertain what weight may be 
laid on a beam without producing perceptible deflexion. The only 
experiments given by Barlow which will allom of comparison with the 
formula are seen in table 70, page 106. These were m&e by Colonel 
Beaufoy, at Deptford Dockyard, on twenty-five pieces of Riga fir, all 
cut from the same tree, each piece being 2 inches square, and project- 
ing 4 feet from the wall, and weighted at the outer end. The mean 
weight laid on was 98 Ws., and the mean of the deflexions of the 
twenty-five specimens was 1” 22/, “ measured on a graduated arc of. 
the same radius as the beam, viz: 4 feet.” The vertical deflexion, 
therefore, is 48 x sin. lo 22/ = 1.145 inches. Now, the formula given 
4 w F 
by Fenwick, page 86, (omittingweight of beam,) is, deflexion= rb 
where b, d and I are all in inches, and E is the modu2us of elasticity, 
say 2,000,000, the highest number for fir. 
From this formula we get deflexion = 1*35i inches, which is +$-inch 
more than the experiments give, the timber being, no doubt, of first- 
rate quality. Barlow remarks : “It appears from all these experi- 
ments that the deflexions are very nearly in the ratio of the weights, 
till about one-half, or a little less than one-ha,lf the weight, is laid on, 
after which they become more rapid, and very irregular.” So that 
experiment shows the formula would not be correct in this case if w 
exceeded 98 tis. 
In experiments of this sort great care is necessary to have the beam 
firmly wdged into the wall, as described by Barlow at page 114, as the 
least play will nullicy the results. The formula which Mr. Papworth 
quotes from “ Gregory” is identical with that given by “ Fenwick,” 
only in the former the length is in feet, and in the latter in inches, 
and I is the moment of inertia of the section ; so that the formula ap- 
plies to a,11 forms of section, and in the rectangle I = ijz b d3. In 
calculating the detlexion of a beam fixed at one end, and loaded with 
a weight, W, at the other, $ of the weight of the projecting beam 
should be added to w. E. WYNDHAM TARN, M. A. 
Mr. Papworth’s letter may render some service, if it lead practical 
men to make experiments on the deflexion of timber. Those whose 
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acquaintance with the calculus, and whose leisure may enable them to 
follow the elegant process by which deflexion (or rather the law of 
deflexion) is mathematically found, will not hesitate to affirm the cor- 
rectness of the formulaa given, and the conclusions drawn, by Mr. 
Tarn, (page 895 of your last volume,) quoting from Mr. Fenwick, con- 
clusionP no more peculiar to those gentlemen than the opinion that 
two and two make four. By correctness I mean, that if you grant the 
premises, you cannot escape the conclusion. 
Of course, with a ri,oht formula we may have a wrong mod&s; 
and here is a weak pomt. We want extensive, accurate, systemetic 
experimenting. to get at something like reliable average mod&i of 
elasticity for differerlt descriptions of timber. Not but that, when all 
is done, there will remain wide acope for obeervation and practical 
judgment in the endless varieties of elastic strength that occur even 
in one and the s:rme kind of timber. 
Again, the formulas go on the assumption that the piece of timber 
is perfectly un(form in size and elasticity throughout, with no ten- 
dent? to bind irregularly or to twist. 
With regard to the beam having one end fixed in a wall, the fixture 
must be absolute, and this is not an easy thing to ensure. 
If a piece of timber, such a8 your last correspondent describes, (page 
309,) were supported in the middle, and a @wt. hung at each end, 3 
feet 6 inches from the support, and a mean taken of the deflexions 
where the weight,s hung, I think the experimenter would be in a better 
position to test the accuracy of the theoriets. 
To examine the first set of experiments reported by Mr. Papworth, 
and compare the results with theory, let us accept the fact that the 
piece of fir deflected $&. or l-05 of an inch, with 14 cwt. in the mid- 
dle. and mrlke this the basis of calculation. 
Beam supported at both ends- 
Inches Deflexion. 
I 
Theory. Actual. 
With 15 cwt. at quarter distance, . . . 0.69 0.60 
With j-cwt. “ “ . . . . 0.30 o&5 
Beam supported and fixed at one end- 
With g-cwt. at D, * . . . . , 1.06 1.80 
1‘ L‘ F, . . . . . . 0.44 1.08 
“ ‘1 E, . . . . . . 0.13 0.68 
“ ‘I 0, . . . . . . 0.02 0.25 
The exceaa of deflexion, aa observed, being O-75 at D, O-64 at F, 
0.50 at E, and 0.23 at G. These excesses, being approximately as 
the distances from the support, suggest the idea of the support, ?r 
fixing down, having yielded or started, in some small degree, a thin 
not likely to occur were experiments made, aa I suggest, with bot f 
ends loaded and the support in the middle. 
If the observed depresaions at 0, E, F, and D were genuine deflexione, 
I trust your practical reader8 will bear with me when I submit that 
they would be as the cubes of distances of weight from support, or as 
3lf 
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the nrtmbers 64, 27, 8; 1. That such is far, from the er@“e,. will %ppe~ 
on comparing the following figures : 
Observed, 
‘If as cubes of di’stances, wbuld ‘be :.io” 
1.08 O-63 04.5 
0.76 0.22 0.03 
CEARLES E. COKDER. 
~elemetem, or Instrutilsnt8 for Meaeuring Distancea. 
ARCHIBALD H. BELL, M.A. 
By the late 
Concluded from page 309. 
From tlWLondon Necbanics’ N&aim+ November, 1865. 
_b now came to the consideration of those instruments which have 
been designed to meet the requirements of a particular case, viz : that 
of batteries in elevated positions overlooking the sea. It will be clear 
to every one that this is a special case, having the peculiar a.dvantage 
that we are enabled to make use of the vertieal height of the battery 
above the water-level as our base,. instead of being limited to the few 
feet which can be provided by instruments, such as we have just been 
considering, desi.gned. for general purposes. These instruments are, 
first, the Gibralter. instrument, proposed by Colonel Shuttleworth, R. 
A., in 1860,. while in command of that station ; second, the Mslta in- 
strument, erected in the Fort St. Elmo, the Castle of St. Angelo, and 
the Fort Fig&, at. the time that General St. George was in command 
of Ma,lta ; third, an instrument invented” by Captain Jerningham,. B. 
N.; and lastly,. an. instrument of my own, which? for the sake of dis- 
tinctiveness, I have called the hydroscope, and which, a.fter a length- 
ened investigation, has been finally approved of and adopted into the 
service, it having been recommended by the Ordnance Select Corn- 
mittee “ that a hydroscope be supplied to every battery, or group of 
adjacent batteries, of a height not less than 100 feet above the sea.” 
The G.ibralter instrument consists of a telescope, to which a gradu- 
ated arc is attached, provided with a movable index arm, carrying a 
spirit-level,,and is mounted on a light tripod stand. The telescope 
being laid upon the object, the index arm is moved until the spirit-level 
shows it to be perfectly horizontal’; the angle! of depres&on is then 
read on the graduated. arc, and the distance of the object found by re- 
ference to a table calculated for the known height of the battery. 
The Malta instrument is a massive semi-circular frame, of 3 feet 
radius, firmly fixed‘ ubon & masonry pedestal, and accurately leveled 
in all directions;. ia. the, c&r-e of which aorks a vertical’ tangent scale, 
which is to: be raised, until the object at sea can just be seen over the 
rim of the semi4rcle. The tangent scalemay be either graduated 
with the angles3 and reference be made from it tc a table-of distances, 
or the distances may be marked on the tangent scale itself. 
Captain Jerningham’s instrument consists of a plank of mahogany, 
5feet long, having.a t%resight at one end and a movable tangent scale 
at. the other, and furn4ahed at the centre’ with a, spirit-level. Having 
leveled the,plank first of all by lit&e wedges, or’ whatever may be at 
